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Restore ‘Observations’ mural panels + mural painted on new building site 

Original site : Delray Camera Shop, 186 NE 2nd Avenue, Delray Beach, 33444  
New site:    Delray Camera Shop,  217 NE 4th Avenue, Delray Beach, 33444 

After doing an assessment of both sites I have some recommendations for how the process should proceed         
and options for relocating this artwork.

Trim panels

All of the panels should be trimmed so they are installed at least ten inches above the pavement

This will help with future maintenance  

Restore mural panels

To ensure a vibrant and beautiful relocation of the mural panels they are in need of preliminary work. 

They will need to be overpainted in order to restore them. 

This is due to their age (14 years) and lack of maintenance.  

The mural panels will appear dull next to the freshly painted murals on the new building if they are not restored. 

It is important that they are of the same value or it will look like two different paintings. 

The mural panels are moving from a north facing wall to a south face and will receive more light.

Installing mural panels in an interior space for restoration

This should be done indoors to allow for each part of the process to cure without temperature fluctuations 

New site texture

The new building site has a substantial heavy texture and while it can be painted it will require more work

See page 9 

New site repairs

There are a few areas that require work prior to painting the mural. Near the AC unit it looks like some of the texture 
is lifting from the building. See page 8 

POD

A pod will need to be dropped onsite unless there is unlimited access to a storage unit. Storage pace needs to be a 
minimum of 10 ‘ x 4 ‘ x 8’ H
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Process Outline 
All items with an * are the responsibility of PGMS  

1. remove mural panels  *


2. trim mural panels  *


3. install mural panels in an interior location or in DDD studio  *


4.  DDD: Clean , overpaint mural panels and seal with archival varnish


5. prep building site: pressure wash, building repairs, base coat building (specified by DDD) *


6. remove panels from interior location  *


7. install panels on new site  *


8. DDD: Deliver POD to site


9. all permits  * 


10. unlimited access to water and bathroom *


10.   DDD: Paint murals on building: design, blend mural panels with building murals, seal completed work 
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I have itemized the estimate so you may choose to do the entire building or a portion of the building


Estimate 

See pg 3 for key 

1. Restore 9 mural panels 	            ( 320. Sq ft )	      A, D                                                            $5200.                                                                         
Clean, restore and seal


2. Paint murals on new building site 	 ( 350 Sq ft )        A, B, C, D                                                   $7400. 	                                                          
blend mural panels with building murals, incorporate AC unit and seal 	


3. Paint mural on South East side.         ( 180 Sq ft )       E                                                                 $2250. 


4. POD rental                                                                                                                                       $400.


5. Scaffolding rental                                                                                                                             $175.	 	 	
	 	 


Price includes all paints and sealers
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A.    20 ‘ B.    17’ C.    14’ D.    16’ E.    18 ‘

Install 5 mural panels Mural painting on 
building + 

incorporate AC

Mural painting 
on building

Install 4 mural 
panels

Option to paint 
mural on building 
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Mural panels    A + D 
320 sq feet  
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Partial building    A + B + C + D 
670 sq feet 
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Entire building    A + B + C + D + E  
850 sq feet 
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A quick inspection of the building reveals a few areas that will need attention, please note there may be other areas

The area next to the ac will continue to lift if not treated and the junction box will need to be moved or the panels will need to be cut to 
accommodate it
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The heavily textured irregularities with a level surface will make this a difficult surface to paint on 
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